OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
#50304 MICROLUX TABLE SAW

1. Before using saw be certain screw which holds saw blade to arbor is tight. If necessary tighten screw with larger Allen wrench provided. (To access saw arbor turn screw on right side of saw housing 1/4 turn and pull dust compartment door toward front of saw.)

2. To change saw blade, first unplug saw. Then loosen saw arbor screw with larger of 2 Allen wrenches provided. To prevent saw blade/shaft from turning, insert smaller Allen wrench into small hole in table, next to saw blade, to lock shaft in place. A plier may be used to turn the larger Allen wrench, if necessary. Place new saw blade on the stepped fitting on end of motor shaft. Teeth on blade should face down and toward front edge of saw table. Replace outside washer and screw and tighten securely. Be certain blade is seated properly on stepped fitting.

3. Always use rip fence or miter gauge while cutting. Do not attempt to cut freehand. Always keep blade guard down but not in contact with blade.

4. Keep fingers away from blade. Use a push stick to move stock past blade when ripping.

5. Do not force tool. Feed stock through saw blade slowly.

6. Keep blade sharp and replace as soon as wear is apparent.

CAUTION

- Always unplug tool before changing blades.
- Wear eye protection.
- Do not operate tool after taking drugs, alcohol or medications or when you are tired or fatigued.
- Keep long hair tied back.
- Do not wear loose clothing.
- Keep tool out of reach of children.
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